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ABSTRACT Quantum computers, leveraging the principles of quantum mechanics, hold the potential to
surpass classical computers in numerous applications, with implications across various domains. Besides
the well-known gate model, Measurement-based Quantum Computation (MBQC) is another promising
computational approach to achieve universal quantum computation. In MBQC, large ensembles of qubits
are prepared in a highly entangled cluster state, forming the basis for executing quantum computations
through sequential measurements. Cluster states are realized using both continuous variables (CV) and
discrete variables (DV) techniques. In the CV-based methods, Frequency Domain Multiplexing (FDM),
TimeDomainMultiplexing (TDM), Spatial DomainMultiplexing (SDM), and hybrid schemes are employed.
This paper thoroughly discusses and compares these approaches, elucidating their strengths and limitations.
Additionally, the generation of photonic cluster states in DV is explored and some recent results are reported.
Some recent state-of-the-art advancements in photonic and superconducting qubits entanglement, which can
potentially serve as cluster states, are also presented. Finally, we highlight the approach that exhibits the most
promising characteristics for achieving efficient cluster state realization in the context of MBQC.

INDEX TERMS Continuous variables cluster states, discrete variables cluster states, measurement based
quantum computation, one-way quantum computation, physical realization, quantum computation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The race to achieve advanced computational capabilities orig-
inated during the Second World War with the introduction of
Alan Turing’s Universal Turing Machine, marking the advent
of the first general-purpose digital computer equippedwith an
electronically stored program [1]. In 1945, VonNeumann fur-
ther refined Turing’s concept, introducing modifications that
led to the development of the most widely adopted computer
architecture employed by the majority of modern computers.
This architecture has demonstrated exceptional efficiency
in addressing a broad range of significant problems [2].
However, the continued miniaturization of electronic compo-
nents in conventional computers has reached a point where
quantum effects arising during the fabrication process are
beginning to disrupt the functionality of these devices. This
predicament has raised concerns about the sustainability of
Moore’s law [3], which posits that computational power
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doubles approximately every 18 months. Furthermore, there
exist certain problems that cannot be feasibly solved within
practical time frames using classical computers, even if
Moore’s law persists [2]. Consequently, the need for a novel
approach to computation has become evident, leading to the
emergence of quantum computation as a promising solution.

In the 1980s, Richard Feynman was among the pioneers
who advocated the potential of quantum computers to effi-
ciently solve computationally intensive problems in physics
and chemistry [4]. Quantum computing is a promising com-
putational paradigm that harnesses the principles of quantum
mechanics [2], enabling the execution of certain tasks sub-
stantially faster than the classical computers [5]. In 1994,
Peter Shor discovered a quantum algorithm capable of effi-
ciently solving mathematical problems at the heart of modern
cryptography, thereby posing a potential threat to public-key
cryptography [6]. Similarly, in 1996, Lov Grover proposed a
quantum search algorithm [7], that exhibits polynomial time
complexity, surpassing the efficiency of any classical com-
puter for searching through unstructured data. Several other
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quantum algorithms [8], [9], [10] further demonstrated this
quantum advantage and established that classical algorithms
cannot achieve comparable performance.

Since then, the quest for developing a practical quantum
computer has commenced, and significant progress has been
made to date. Notably, recent advancements have provided
a tangible demonstration of quantum advantage through the
achievement of Quantum Supremacy [5], [11], [12]. In this
landmark achievement, a real quantum computer successfully
performed a task within seconds that would necessitate thou-
sands of years for a super (classical) computer to accomplish.

A key distinction between classical computers and quan-
tum computers lies in the concept of state [13]. While classi-
cal computers employ classical bits to store and manipulate
information, quantum computers utilize quantum bits, known
as qubits, for the representing and manipulating the quantum
information.

A qubit can be realized using any two-level quantum sys-
tem, such as the spin of a particle or the polarization of
a photon [14]. The two levels of a qubit correspond to its
basis states, typically denoted as |0⟩ and |1⟩. However, unlike
classical bits, qubits can exist in a superposition of both states
simultaneously [3]. The notion that a continuum classical
bit can be represented by a combination of 0 and 1 is a
common conjecture. However, it is important to recognize
that qubit superposition and continuum classical bits are
fundamentally distinct concepts in the fields of computing
and information theory. A continuum classical bit, as the
name suggests, implies a continuous range of values for rep-
resenting information. This aligns more closely with analog
systems, where values can span across a continuous spectrum.
In contrast, a qubit in superposition represents information
within a quantum mechanical framework, allowing it to exist
as a combination of multiple states simultaneously. Further-
more, continuum classical bits typically rely on an analog
encoding scheme, where the information is represented by
a physical quantity, such as voltage or position, that can
vary continuously. In contrast, qubits are usually encoded
using discrete quantum states, such as the polarization of
a photon or the spin of an electron. The superposition of
qubits emerges from the principles of quantum mechan-
ics.This superposition property allows quantum computers
to perform parallel computations and explore multiple pos-
sibilities simultaneously. Furthermore, qubits also possess
the property of entanglement. Entanglement allows multiple
qubits to become correlated in such a way that the state of one
qubit is inherently linked to the state of another, regardless
of their spatial separation [2], [15]. This feature enables
quantum computers to perform certain computations with a
higher efficiency compared to classical computers.

A. TYPES OF QUANTUM COMPUTATION
Quantum computation can be broadly divided into two cat-
egories: Adiabatic quantum computation (quantum anneal-
ing) and Universal quantum computation. Adiabetic quantum

computation does not use qubit gates, instead analog values
are manipulated in Hamiltonian [2]. Hamiltonian of a system
in quantum mechanics is an operator representing the total
energy of the system (potential and kinetic energy). On the
other hand universal quantum computation can be achieved
through various approaches, however, the most prominent is
gate-based quantum computation.1

1) ADIABATIC QUANTUM COMPUTATION
Adiabatic quantum computation is an analog quantum com-
putation technique where qubits with initial quantum states
are changed to Hamiltonian in a way that the problem to
be solved is encoded in the final Hamiltonian, which cor-
responds to the output [16]. The adiabatic quantum com-
putation refers to a phenomenon when the system remains
in the ground state of changing Hamiltonian [13]. Adiabatic
quantum computation exploits quantum annealing for solv-
ing optimization problems for various applications including
machine learning [17], [18], [19], classification tasks [20],
variational auto-encoders [21], [22] and compressive sens-
ing [23]. Every qubit state can be represented as an energy
level in quantum annealers. These states are simulated for a
given application and the lowest energy results are obtained.
The optimal solution is provided by a state with lowest
energy. Adiabatic quantum computers are among the first
commercially available quantum computers, mainly popular-
ized by D-wave Systems [24], which develops programmable
quantum annealers.

2) UNIVERSAL QUANTUM COMPUTATION
Universal quantum computers can complete tasks that are
beyond the reach of current classical computers [2]. Gate-
based quantum computation is one of the most-widely
used approaches for universal quantum computation and
uses quantum gates to perform operations on qubits. This
approach often use the quantum circuit model [2] to perform
a sequence of operations and measurements on qubits. IBM
and google (and many other industry giants and startups)
have already built gate-based quantum computer with around
100 qubits [13], [25]. Building universal quantum computers
with sufficiently large number of qubits, typically thousands
of qubits, is quite challenging, but when built they are
anticipated to solve highly computationally intensive tasks
within practical amount of time. Furthermore, the advent of
universal quantum computers is anticipated to revolutionize
numerous applications, particularly machine learning, which
is often referred to as quantummachine learning (QML) [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. QML is an emerging research
area that holds immense potential for harnessing the power of
quantum computing to solve complex problems and unlock
new possibilities [32], [33]. While QML is a highly active
field experiencing rapid advancements, it is important to
note that this survey paper does not delve into the specifics

1Adiabatic and gate-based quantum computation have shown to be equiv-
alent but are not the same class of quantum computation.
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QML. Instead, it focuses on categorization of the approaches
used for physical realization of measurement based quantum
computation, and recent state-of-the-art comparison.

B. REQUIREMENTS AND APPROACHES FOR UNIVERSAL
QUANTUM COMPUTING AND QUANTUM
INFORMATION PROCESSING
To realize a universal quantum computer, the generation of
reversible and deterministic entanglement is a fundamental
requirement. Early efforts in the field focused on entangling
closely located qubits, typically nanometers apart [34], [35]
However, achieving close proximity without compromising
individual qubit control poses significant challenges and scal-
ability limitations [36]. To overcome this issue, Raussendorf
and Briegel proposed an alternative approach in 2001, known
as measurement-based quantum computation (MBQC) [37].
MBQC relies on exploiting qubit measurements in dif-
ferent bases using a highly entangled resource state,
enabling quantum computations without direct qubit entan-
glement operations. We discuss more details about MBQC
in section II.

Quantum gates with high fidelity rates2 are key to effi-
cient quantum information processing (QIP) [3], which are
directly affected by control imperfections and decoherence.3

Upgrading the fabrication processes canmitigate the decoher-
ence [40], but this requires extensive research at the material
that is being used to realize qubits [41], [42]. It is important
to note that MBQC is not inherently immune to decoherence.
The techniques such as error correction, error mitigation
techniques, fault-tolerant designs, and error-resilient mea-
surement patterns can help enhance its resilience and improve
the overall reliability of quantum computations. Control
imperfections, including signal distortion and instrumental
instability, can be mitigated by using exquisite and complex
calibration processes [5]. The fidelity rate of quantum gates
is usually measured via randomized benchmarking [43].

Functional quantum computers, most notably based on
superconducting qubits, have already been developed(though
with limited number of qubits, < 100). However, in order to
fully utilize the computational power of quantum computa-
tion, a significantly large (tens of thousands) number of qubits
are required [44], and because of the above-mentioned lim-
itations scaling up beyond ‘‘quantum supremacy’’ is exper-
imentally challenging in existing quantum computers. This
is where MBQC may prove an advantage. Cluster or graph
states, which are building blocks of MBQC [45], have shown
entanglement robustness against decoherence [46]. Hence
the MBQC, sometimes also referred as cluster state model,
is well suited for scalable quantum computation and advances
in research have already beenmade for physical realization of
cluster states [47], [48], [49], [50], [51].

2Fidelity rate is measure of similarity between two quantum states [38].
3Decoherence is the loss of quantum coherence that makes the qubit

entangled with the environment resulting in an inaccurate quantum
computation [39].

C. RELATED WORK
Earlier proposals on MBQCwere mostly focusing on general
MBQC, its universality proof and its potential in achieving
scalable quantum computation model. However, in recent
years, there has been a noticeable shift towards experimental
efforts to demonstrate the feasibility of MBQC through the
creation and manipulation of cluster states. There are various
review papers on physical realization of quantum comput-
ers [52], [53], [54], [55]. However, despite its potential, there
is no dedicated work in the literature surveying the state-
of-the-art physical realizations of MBQC except [56], which
only reviews one of subtypes of MBQC’s physical realization
techniques (Frequency domain multiplexing) for continuous
variables cluster states. A recent review on general MBQC
is published in [57], with no focus on physical realization.
A brief scope comparison of our survey with some recent
related surveys is presented in Table 1. Hence, a detailed
review of the approaches being used for implementing cluster
states for MBQC, is the ultimate need of time providing
the research community a sound overview of what has been
achieved in this regard and what potentially can be achieved.

D. CONTRIBUTION AND SCOPE
This paper presents a detailed investigation into the tech-
niques and approaches utilized for the physical realization
ofMeasurement-Based QuantumComputation (MBQC), fol-
lowing an initial discussion on MBQC and its universality.
The main focus lies on two primary approaches: Continuous
Variables (CV) and Discrete Variables (DV), both employed
for the realization of cluster states. Within the CV-based
approaches, we further categorize them into four subcate-
gories: frequency domain multiplexing, time domain multi-
plexing, spatial domain multiplexing, and hybrid techniques
that combine two multiplexing approaches. A thorough com-
parison of recent state-of-the-art proposals is provided for
each of these techniques. Additionally, the current advance-
ments in DV-based cluster state realization, particularly in
photonic qubits, are summarized and compared. Further-
more, we survey and compare recent progress in DV-based
qubit entanglement, specifically focusing on photonic and
superconducting qubits, which have the potential to serve as
resource states for MBQC. An abstract view of our contribu-
tions is illustrated in Figure 1.

E. ORGANIZATION
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides an overview of MBQC and the role of cluster
states in MBQC. Universality of MBQC is discussed in this
section too. Section IV provides a general overview of the
main approaches of physically realizing MBQC. This is fol-
lowed by Sections V and VI, where we discuss in detail the
main approaches adopted for physical realization of MBQC,
namely the CV-based and DV-based quantum, respectively.
These sections also report on the existing experimental
results of such approaches. Finally, the paper concludes
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TABLE 1. Scope comparison of this survey with recent surveys on MBQC.

FIGURE 1. Our contributions.

in Section VII, where we provide some concluding remarks
and point out some promising directions toward realizing a
practical a quantum computer based on MBQC.

II. MEASUREMENT BASED QUANTUM
COMPUTATION (MBQC)
In MBQC, all the computations are performed via mea-
surements by exploiting a highly entangled resource state
(also called cluster state). The two well-known schemes for
MBQC are one-way quantum computation (1WQC) model
and teleportation-based model. In 1WQC, single qubit mea-
surements are used whereas joint measurements (entangled
measurements) are used in teleportation-based model to
achieve universal quantum computation [58].

Moreover, in teleportation-based model, all the qubits
present in the system are measured separately in a spe-
cific order and measurement basis, which specify the actual
algorithm. On the other hand, in 1WQC, generation of
entanglement is no longer part of the quantum algorithm
being developed. In 1WQC, the execution of an algorithm is
done via measurements only, by exploiting a pre-generated
entangled state [36], [59]. The system is prepared in a
highly entangled quantum state known as cluster state with
no dependence on the quantum algorithm being devel-
oped [58]. This study focuses on 1WQC scheme of MBQC.4

4From this point onwards MBQC and 1WQC are interchangeably used.

However, readers interested about teleportation-based model
are referred to [60].

A typical workflow of 1WQC begins by creating such
cluster state, encoding the information onto the cluster state
and finally perform information read-out via single-qubit
measurements [49]. It is also called one-way quantum com-
puter because the resource state entanglement can only be
measured once, after which it will be destroyed [61]. Cluster
states can be created by using quantum-Ising type interaction
in lattice configuration between two-state particles. More
details on cluster states are in Section II-A. A typical rep-
resentation of MBQC, as in original paper [37], is shown
in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Quantum information processing in MBQC [37]. The tilted
arrows represent measurement in x-y plane, vertical arrows represent
measurements in the eigen basis of σx and circle represent
measurements in the eigen basis of σy .

When it comes to the development of universal quantum
computer, 1WQC, promise comparable potential to that of
the circuit-based model which is reversible in nature [62].
In MBQC, quantum information is processed by performing
a sequence of adaptive measurements [58]. For details on
how adaptive measurements are performed, refer to [60].
MBQC/1WQC offers a number of advantages that makes it a
potential approach to build real scalable quantum computer.

• In MBQC, typically one-way quantum computation,
an entangled state is generated separately well in
advance, which makes it fault-tolerant, as errors can
be recognized without harming the algorithm being
implemented [58].

• In 1WQC, the entire computation resource is provided
by specific entangled state, allowing to track the com-
putations all the way back to the entangled resource
state, which may help in maximizing the computational
advantage of quantum computation [37].

• MBQC only requires nearest-neighbor Ising coupling
rather than tunable interactions between qubits which
makes it more scalable and parallelized [61]
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• An appropriate combination of MBQC and topologi-
cal error correction provides strong basis towards noise
resilient scalable quantum computer [58]. Details of
error correction is not within the scope of this review.

On the other hand, compared to the circuit model, MBQC
requires a relatively large number of qubits to be stored at the
same time. However, ‘on the fly’ (Section V-A) creation of
cluster states can help in overcoming this issue.

A. CLUSTER STATES
As computation in MBQC is dependent on cluster state,
it is vital to shed some light on them. The term cluster
state, originally penned by Raussendorf and Briegel [63],
is a group of highly entangled quantum states, exhibiting two
very prominent characteristics: entanglement persistency and
maximal connectedness of the entangled state. Entanglement
persistency is the ratio of amount of entanglement in multi-
particle system to operational effort for destruction of all the
entanglement in the system. Maximal connectedness means
that by using single-qubit measurements, every qubit pair
can be projected with certainty to maximally entangled state.
Later on, as described in section (II), it was shown in [37], that
1WQC can be built using these cluster states by exploiting
single-qubit measurements only.

Since the entanglement cannot be added to the system by
single qubit operations, it can be inferred that in order to
generate any type of entanglement from the resource state,
it is essential that the resource cluster state already con-
tains that entanglement, which can be measured using an
appropriate entanglement measurement [64]. This means that
maximally entangled states is what makes a resource and/or
cluster state universal [65], [66], which helps to determine the
potential cluster states for MBQC. Moreover, these cluster
states should be multi-partite entangled states.

Although states like Dicke states, certain ground states
of strongly correlated 1D spin systems, W-states and and
λ-particle 1D cluster states are considered highly entangled
states, they are not universal in this regard [65] because of
the fact that there exist at least one non-maximal type of
entanglement in these states. However, there are some states
which can be universal cluster states for MBQC since they
fulfill all the entanglement criteria. These states include graph
states [67], which are combined with triangular, hexagonal,
Kagome kinds of regular 2D lattices. Also, the lattices with
high degree of defects can serve as universal cluster state
for MBQC [65]. Cluster states can be visualized as a graph,
sometimes called graph states. Graph states can be defined as
graph with a set of vertices and edges connect the pair of ver-
tices [61], [67]. Cluster states are subclass of graph states with
an n-dimensional square grid as an underlying graph [49].
Preforming computation on cluster state proceeds in three
steps [59]: (1) Preparation of cluster state, which is highly
entangled many-qubit state; (2) Processing the cluster via an
adaptive sequence of single-qubit measurements; (3) Using
the remaining qubits for result read-out of the underlying
computation. Below, we will discuss procedures for cluster

states generation and preparation, measurement processing
and output in cluster states.

1) CLUSTER STATE GENERATION AND PREPARATION
In context of MBQC, an n qubit cluster state can be
generated by exploiting any two-dimensional (2D) and/or
one-dimensional (1D) lattice graph with n number of ver-
tices [59], as shown in Fig. 3, where a single qubit is assigned
to each vertex. Once generated, a possible approach for clus-
ter state preparation is presented in [3], according to which
the following two steps can be performed for cluster state
preparation: (1) Preparing all the qubits in superposition state,
i.e., |+⟩ =

1
√
2
(|0⟩ + |1⟩); (2) Apply controlled-phase gates

between the two connected qubits. The order of these gates is
irrelevant since these gates commute [62].

FIGURE 3. Cluster states generation and preparation (a) 1D cluster state.
The circles represent qubit states and the line between two circles
represents the controlled-phase operation between the corresponding
qubits. (b) 2D cluster state.

2) MEASUREMENT PROCESSING AND OUTPUT
IN CLUSTER STATES
The next step after preparing the cluster state is perform-
ing a sequence of processing measurements with following
attributes [68]: (1) All measurements are single qubit mea-
surements; (2) Previous measurement results may help in
selecting the measurement basis - allowed to exploit feedfor-
ward of classical measurement (3) A classical computer can
process these measurement results.

Once processing is completed, the outcome of the compu-
tation can be returned in two ways [59], [68]: (1) Quantum
state |ψ⟩ as outcome: once the processing measurement
sequence is completed, output the state of remaining qubits
(not measured); (2) Adding a set of read-out measurements:
single-qubit measurement sequence is applied to the remain-
ing qubits after the completion of all processing (result is a
classical bit string).

B. STABILIZER FORMALISM
The number of parameters required to describe quantum
states increases exponentially with the number of qubits,
making the underlying quantum system more complex and
difficult to understand [69]. This problem motivate investi-
gating techniques that can help understanding these complex
quantum systems. The stabilizer formalism [70], is one such
techniquewhich helps in understanding the complex quantum
systems and underlying operations primarily because of the
compact description and characterization of quantum states
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and sub-spaces overmultiple qubits, and their evolution under
Pauli measurements5 and Clifford group6 [71].
Instead of components (in some basis), of the state itself,

the stabilizer formalism specifies a set of eigenvalue relations
to describe a state of a quantum system. A stabilizer can
then be defined as follows [49]: An operator K is said to
be stabilizer for a sub-space S when K |ψ⟩ = |ψ⟩ for all
|ψ⟩ ∈ S, that is |ψ⟩ is an eigenstate of K with eigenvalue +1.
It is important to note here that joint eignenstates with eigen-
values of −1 also exists, however by definition, only the
eigenstates with eigenvalue of +1 are stabilized.

The objective in stabilizer formalism is to come up with
a set of operators which not only have the stabilizing prop-
erty mentioned above, but are also Hermitian members of
Pauli group. Identification of stabilizing operators which
uniquely defines the given state or sub-space (no state out-
side the sub-space), is key in stabilizer formalism, and
these uniquely defined states/sub-spaces are called stabilizers
states/subspaces [49]. These operators exhibit all properties
of the states allowing an easier analysis of how a given state
changes under unitary evolution and measurements. The set
of operators stabilizing a sub-space has a group structure
(also known as stabilizer group), because the product of two
stabilizing operators is itself stabilizing. In quantum infor-
mation processing, stabilizer states and subspaces occur in
many states including GHZ states, Bell states, different error
correcting codes, cluster states and graph states.

The stabilizer formalism was originally proposed for
describing quantum error correction codes but it is also
applicable to MBQC. Conventionally, 2n complex number
are required for a complete description of an n-qubit state.
However, a group of n stabilizers can describe an n-qubit
state, which is stabilized by Pauli group [70]. In other words,
an entire set of commuting observables can be created by
n stabilizers, resulting in a more compact description of a
quantum system. Moreover, the stabilizer formalism can effi-
ciently describe the underlying unitary evolution of Clifford
Group operators. More importantly, the stabilizer formalism
has proven to be quite efficient for state description of amulti-
qubit system under projective measurements in X , Y and Z
basis [71].

C. UNIVERSALITY OF MBQC
In order to perform arbitrary quantum computations, single
and multi-qubit quantum gates are required. Any quantum
approach that can realize the universal set of quantum
gates can be considered a universal quantum computation
approach. MBQC has been proven to be universal, with real-
ization of universal set of single and multi-qubit gates [61].
Below we discuss the realization procedures of H-gate,
π/2 gate and CNOT gate on MBQC, which, together, can

5Pauli measurements correspond to Pauli matrices (X , Y and Z ) in quan-
tum computation.

6A collection of unitary operators that map Pauli group (a group compris-
ing tensor product of Pauli matrices n times) onto itself is known as Clifford
group for n qubits.

form any quantum gate. The universality of MBQC has
recently been demonstrated in Qiskit (an open-source soft-
ware development kit for working with quantum computers
at the level of circuits, pulses, and algorithms) [72] opening
doors to explore MBQC while exploiting the existing gate-
based quantum simulators unless a dedicated MBQC-based
qubit simulator is developed.

1) HADAMARD GATE REALIZATION
Hadamard gate is an important single qubit gate in quantum
Computation responsible for putting a given qubit state in
superposition. In MBQC realm, the H-gate can be realized by
performing these steps (the corresponding graph representa-
tion as presented by [61] is shown in Fig. 4a): (1) Prepare all
qubits in the |+⟩ state except the first qubit ( the input qubit
on Fig. 4a); (2) Entangle the connected qubits using CZ gate;
(3) Measure the first Qubit in eigen basis of σ x and measure
qubits 2-4 in eigen basis of σ y.
Once the sequence of measurements being applied on

qubits 1-4, the output qubit from Fig. 4a goes to superposition
state.

FIGURE 4. Graph state representation of H π/2 and CNOT-Gate. The
circles represents the qubits, the blue lines represent the CZ operation,
the green and black circles indicates the input and output qubits,
respectively. The symbols X and Y represent the measurement-bases for
the corresponding qubit measurement. (a) H-gate representation;
(b) π/2-phase gate realization using MBQC; (c) CNOT representation.

2) π/2-PHASE GATE REALIZATION
Another important single qubit gate is π/2-phase gate. Simi-
lar to H-gate, π/2-phase gate can also be realized on MBQC
with five qubits in linear configuration, but with slightly
different qubit measurement basis. Fig. 4b depicts the corre-
sponding cluster state. π/2-phase gate is prepared as follows:
(1) Prepare all qubits in the |+⟩ state except the first Qubit
(the input qubit on Fig. 4b); (2) Entangle the connected qubits
using CZ gate; (3) Measure qubits 1,2 and 4 in eigen basis of
σ x and measure the third qubit in eigen basis of σ y. After the
sequence of measurements being applied on qubits 1-4, the
phase of output qubit from Fig. 4b is rotated π/2 times.

3) CNOT GATE REALIZATION
The CNOT operation can be realized in MBQC with 2D
cluster state as shown in Fig. 4c. The steps required for CNOT
gate realization are as follows: (1) Prepare all qubits in |+⟩
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state except input qubits (1 and 9) from Fig. 4c; (2) Entan-
gle all the connected qubits from Fig. 4c using CZ gate;
(3) The output qubits (7 and 15) are not measured. The qubits
1,9,10,11,13 and 14 are measured in eigen basis of σ x and all
remaining qubits in eigen basis of σ y.

III. INHERENT EXCLUSION OF UNPHYSICAL
STATES IN MBQC
In MBQC, the computation is performed by making a
sequence of measurements on individual qubits in the
resource state, guided by a measurement pattern or graph
structure.

The unphysical states, or the states that are not valid
quantum states, are inherently excluded by the measurement
process due to the following:

• Resource State Preparation: The initial resource state
used in MBQC is carefully prepared, typically through
entanglement generation techniques. This preparation
process ensures that the resulting state is a valid quan-
tum state, satisfying the necessary requirements such as
unitarity and proper normalization.

• Measurement Selection: In MBQC, measurements are
performed on individual qubits in the resource state
according to a predetermined measurement pattern.
These measurements correspond to specific observables
and are chosen based on the desired computation. Each
measurement outcome is a valid quantum state projec-
tion corresponding to the measured observable.

• Conditional State Updates: The measurement out-
comes determine how subsequent measurements are
performed and how the computation progresses. Each
measurement outcome updates the state of the remaining
qubits in a conditional manner. These updates ensure
that only valid quantum states consistent with the mea-
surement results are considered at each step.

By relying on the measurement outcomes and their condi-
tional updates, MBQC effectively excludes unphysical states.
The measurements guide the computation in a way that
enforces the rules of quantum mechanics, ensuring that the
resulting state remains a valid quantum state throughout the
computation.

IV. PHYSICAL REALIZATION OF MBQC
Measurements and entanglement are the core properties
MBQC relies on. In fact, the 1WQC completely relies on
single-qubit measurements and entanglement between qubits,
as discussed in Section II. Entanglement is provided well in
advance via a highly entangled cluster state, which is a cen-
tral resource of quantum information processing. Hence, the
physical realization ofMBQC is highly dependent on how the
cluster states are being physically realized. In 1WQC, adap-
tive single-qubit measurements are performed to implement
a certain algorithm with feed-forward operations governed
by previous qubit measurement outcomes [37]. Two dif-
ferent feed-forward operations can be considered: previous

measurement outcomes direct the selection of new measure-
ment basis and the feed-forward corrections based on Pauli
matrix on the output state [48].

1WQC is originally proposed by Raussendorf and Briegel
for discrete variables [37], and is later extended to CV domain
by Menicucci [73]. In DV, observables are usually realized
on single-photon states known as photonic qubits [74], while
in CV observables are usually realized on optical modes
also known as qumodes [75]. The degree of scalability for
an effective QIP is the main obstacle towards the physi-
cal realization of cluster states. The scalability, at material
level, deals with the limitations on the topology and size
of cluster states [76]. This limitation directly restricts the
number of logical operations needed to process large volumes
of data. The nature of such limitations varies depending on
the materials used to physically realize qubits in a cluster
state. As mentioned in Section I, the physical realization
approaches for cluster states realization in MBQC context
can be broadly divided into two classes: continuous vari-
ables [77], [78], [79], [80], [81] and discrete variables [76],
[82], [83] cluster states.

The structure of cluster state of qubits (for DV based
quantum computation) or qumodes (for CV-based quantum
computation), determines the computational characterstics of
MBQC [84]. One-dimensional (1D) cluster states are capable
of single qubit or single qumode operations. However, two-
dimensional (2D) cluster states are key for universal quantum
computation. Unlike 1D, where qubits/qumodes are entan-
gled as a single chain, in 2D cluster state,qubits/qumodes are
entangled in a 2D lattice configuration. The number of qubits
or qumodes determines the cluster state scalability or the
number of operations. Consequently, for universal MBQC,
realization of a large-scale two-dimensional cluster state is
important. 2D qubit-cluster states, despite being proposed on
various physical systems [81], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89],
[90], is quite challenging to implement experimentally. For
instance, in case of stationary qubits [81], [90], such as ion
traps and superconducting qubits, a large number of qubits
are required to be prepared and spatially arranged for a large-
scale cluster state realization. As a result, the experimental
complexity increases directly with increase of the number
of qubits and cluster state dimension. Qumodes overcome
these issues and for a CV optical system, qumodes, offers rich
degrees of freedom and are able to deterministically generate
the entanglement.

In the rest of this survey, we discuss in details the various
approaches adopted in physically realizing MBQC (in both
CV and DV) and report on their experimental results.

V. CV-BASED QUANTUM COMPUTATION
Quantum computation based on continuous variables relies
on the promising attribute of optical parametric oscilla-
tors (OPOs) which are capable of producing significantly
large number of quantum fields [91], [92], ranging from
thousands to millions of quantum modes, usually termed
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as qumodes [73], [93], [94] in time [85], [86], and fre-
quency [95], [96], [97], [98] domain multiplexing. CV-based
quantum computation was proposed in 1999 by Lloyd and
Braunestein [99], which improves fault tolerance and quan-
tum error correction [73], [100], while maintaining the com-
putational advantage of universal quantum computation.

a: STATE REPRESENTATIONS
Conventional quantum computation uses Discrete Variables
(DV), where qubit is the basic information unit. The qubit
is a two-level system, i.e., a two-dimensional Hilbert space
with computational basis states |0⟩ and |1⟩. The conjugate
bases states for computational basis states are |+⟩ and |−⟩.
These two bases are related by Hadamard operation H.
In CV based quantum computation the basic information unit
is qumode7 [77]. Unlike qubit, qumode has Hilbert space
with infinite dimensions, which is spanned by continuum of
orthogonal states |s⟩q, where each s ∈ R. The orthogonality
condition is ⟨r|q |s⟩q = δ(r − s). The conjugate basis states
are labelled as |s⟩q. The relation between the two bases |s⟩q
is represented by Fourier transform operation, in (1).

|s⟩p =
1
2π

∫
∞

−∞

dre−irs |r⟩q = F |s⟩q

|s⟩q =
1
2π

∫
∞

−∞

dre−irs |r⟩p = F†
|s⟩p (1)

Equation (1) also defines the unitary operator F . Qubits
can be directly encoded as qumodes to perform quantum
computation, such as coherent state encoding [101], or GKP
encoding [102]. However, qumodes can also be used directly
for any kind of CV based quantum computation [99]. The
corresponding observables in CV-based quantum computa-
tion can be defined as momentum p̂ and position q̂, where
p̂ |s⟩p = s |s⟩p and q̂ |s⟩q = s |s⟩q with [q̂, p̂ = i], where
−q̂ generates the positive translations in momentum and
positive translations in position are generated by p̂. Hence,
an arbitrary position andmomentum eigenstate can be written
as in (2), where X (s) = e−isp̂ represents displacements in
computational bases and Z (s) = e−isq̂ represents displace-
ments in conjugate bases. The superposition of either |s⟩p or
|s⟩q can form an arbitrary quantum state |φ⟩ of a CV system.

|s⟩q = X (s) |0⟩q , |s⟩p = Z (s) |0⟩p (2)

The computational basis or its conjugate is not countable,
however, an arbitrary physical state |φ⟩ can be decomposed
into countable infinite basis. For instance, Fock basis of defi-
nite particle number {|0⟩ , |1⟩ , . . . .}can be used for quantum
optical fields or particles in harmonic trap, where n̂ = â†â
is the number operator with n̂ |n⟩ = n |n⟩, the usual bosonic
operator [â, â†] = 1 and â = (q̂+ ip̂)/

√
2.

7We will also often refer to qumode as entangled modes, modes or flying
qubits in this paper.

b: VACUUM AND SQUEEZED STATES
In the context of quantum optics (which is the most widely
used paradigm for the realization of CV based quan-
tum computation), for a given mode, p̂ and q̂ represent
the momentum quadrature and position quadrature, respec-
tively [77]. By minimizing the quadrature deviations product
(1p1q = 1/2), the qumode state has the minimum uncer-
tainty. The vacuum or ground state |0⟩, defined by â |0⟩ = 0 is
of significant importance here both theoretically and practi-
cally. it also represents the Gaussian superposition centered
about 0 in computational or conjugate basis.

|0⟩ =
1
π1/4

∫
dse−s

2/2
|s⟩q =

1
π1/4

∫
dse−s

2/2
|s⟩p (3)

The quadratures of vacuum state exhibit gaussian statis-
tics and hence is a typical example of Gaussian state. The
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) states are CV equivalent of
bell states in qubit-based cluster states [56], where the sum-
mation of bell states is transformed to indefinite integral,
which provides an intuition that EPR states are unphysical
because they have infinite energy. However, it is possible
to experimentally realize an approximation of these states,
usually referred to as two-mode squeezed (TMS) states [103].
The OPAs can directly create such states, for instance a
doubly resonant OPO below threshold [103], [104]. How-
ever, for vacuum states, finitely squeezed variance can be
achieved [56], and are used widely for cluster states realiza-
tion in CV-based quantum computation.

An arbitrary Gaussian state is completely determined by
the first and secondmoments of quadrature, andWigner func-
tion is a quite handy tool for its description. By definition,
any state with Gaussian Wigner function is a Gaussian state.
Wigner function [77] can efficiently describe the qumode
states (however, since a cluster state realized by continuous
variables is multi-mode state, a multi-mode Wigner function
is used).

c: CLUSTER STATES IN CV
1WQC is based on cluster states which includes the entire
entanglement resource needed for the computation, which is
then governed by single qubit measurements. The canonical
way of cluster states realization (using controlled phase (CZ)
gate for entangling two neighboring qubits), in qubit-based
quantum computation, are explained in Section II-A1

1WQC using CV based cluster states has been formulated
in [73] and [77]. Moreover, in a recent survey on CV based
cluster states [56], a comparison between qumode and qubit-
based quantum computation is presented, following which,
the cluster state for 1WQC can be created quite easily for
CV based quantum computation [105]. The most common
approach to create cluster states in CV is the application of
CZ gate in phase quadrature eigenstates |p⟩ = 0, along the
qumodes square lattice [56]. In CV analog of qubit cluster
states |+⟩ becomes |0⟩p. The Z measurements are replaced by
q̂, and X measurements are replaced by p̂. The CV analog of
qubit controlled phase gate isCZ = eiq̂iq̂j , used for entangling
the nodes i and j.
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Equation (4) illustrates a two-qubit cluster state, while (5)
illustrates the qumode counterpart.

Cz |+⟩1 |+⟩2 = |0⟩1 |0⟩2 + |0⟩1 |1⟩2
+ |0⟩1 |1⟩2 − |1⟩1 |1⟩2 (4)

eiαQ1Q2 |p = 0⟩1 |p′
= 0⟩2 =

1
2π

∫∫
dqdq′eiαq1q2 |q⟩1 |q′

⟩2

(5)

Such a cluster state in CV cannot be realized phys-
ically since they are infinitely squeezed, and practically
only finitely phase-squeezed states can be physically imple-
mented. To create these states, the degenerate optical
parametric amplifiers (OPA), also known as single-mode
squeezers are used, where quantum non-demolition operation
is applied [106], [107], [108], which can also be called as
controlled phase operation.

d: STABILIZER FORMALISM
Stabilizer formalism for CV systems, also known as nulli-
fiers, [109], [110] can completely specify the CV based graph
states [111], just like in the case of qubit cluster states. For
instance, X (s) is +1-eigenstate of momentum operator, it can
stabilize the zero-momentum state |0⟩p. The stabilizers can be
generalized for any CV based graph state |ϕ⟩, with n modes
and graph represented as G = (V ,E). Furthermore, EPR
entangled states are the joint eigen states of two-mode com-
muting quantum variables [112] used in quantum optics as
described in (6) and (7) (P1+P2 andQ1−Q2). The plus and
minus signs can be interchanged, which means that quantum
standard deviation and noise measurement for these operators
will be zero (1(Q1 − Q2) = 0 and 1(P1 + P2) = 0).
These EPR operators are also known as nullifiers or variance-
based entanglement witness, in CV-based quantum computa-
tion [56], and is used widely for entanglement verification in
CV based cluster states.

P =
1

i
√
2
(a− a†) (6)

Q =
1

i
√
2
(a+ a†) (7)

e: OPTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Quantum optics is the most natural platform for the imple-
mentation of CV-based quantum computation using EPR
entanglement [113], which is believed to be the most ver-
satile entanglement resource for various QIP protocols [3],
[94], with various applications, including quantum dense
coding [114], quantum key distribution [115], uncondi-
tional quantum teleportation [116] and quantum secret shar-
ing [117]. Moreover, implementing CNOT (a universal
quantum gate) was demonstrated on quantum optics [118].
In quantum optical implementations of CV-based quantum
computation, the amplitude and phase quadrature operators
of quantum electromagnetic field, as shown in Equation (6)
and (7), are the primary quantum variables for the under-
lying quantum computation [56], and are the mathematical

equivalent of momentum and position operators of quan-
tum harmonic oscillator of annihilation operator. The term
quadrature encapsulates the free evolution of harmonic oscil-
lator’s momentum and position. The corresponding quantum
gates and operations in CV-based quantum computation to
that of qubit-based quantum computation are presented in a
recent survey [56].

f: INSEPARABILITY CRITERIA IN CV CLUSTER STATES
The state nullifiers as discussed above in this section are
linear combinations of momentum and position operartors
for which the cluster states are eigenstates with 0 eigen-
value. The uncertainty measurement of the state nullifiers
typically determines the inseparability in multi-partite cluster
states [78]. However, when it comes to actual experimental
realization, the cluster states do not behave as exact eigen-
states of nullifiers, and measurement results in uncertainties
around zero. According to van Loock-Furusawa criteria of
inseparability [119], two or more sets of modes for a given
cluster state are formed and an inequality is then derived with
combined quadrature variance (usually should be <−3dB
for linear CV cluster states). Any violation in that inequality
results in failure of inseparability criteria for the underlying
cluster state, and might result in failure of entanglement
detection - an imperative feature of cluster states. Hence,
the initial degree of quadrature squeezing directly effects the
entanglement of quantum oscillator being exploited to make
cluster state. Among others, a relatively recent work [76],
highlights the minimum squeezing criteria for cluster state
generation.

g: SCALABILITY OF CV CLUSTER STATES
Scalability is at the heart of universal quantum computa-
tion. From the scalability viewpoint of canonical method
of cluster states generation in CV domain, N number of
degenerate OPAs are needed for an N -mode cluster state
with approximately two online OPAs (squeezers), for a single
entangling operation [75]. This approach is often termed
‘‘bottom up’’ approach in the literature. The experimental
resources increase linearly with the size of cluster state
to be created and hence not very scalable [56]. After the
realization of the fact that any N-mode graph state with
arbitrary accuracy s, is a multi-mode Gaussian resource [75],
[110], the canonical cluster state creation protocol can be re-
cast as a Bloch-Messiah Reduction (BMR) [75]. The BMR
approach allows to decompose a complex Gaussian uni-
tary into simple scheme, where linear optical components
can be separated from non-linear components. The cluster
state creation approach, by exploiting the BMR technique,
is usually termed as decomposition or top-down approach.
The decomposition approach removes the requirement of
two online squeezers for entangling operation in canonical
approach of cluster state creation by sandwiching anN -single
mode OPAs between the two N-mode interferometers [120].
The cluster state can then be created with offline squeezing
(vacuum state squeezing) and linear optics, which in fact is
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more advantageous since the online squeezing (squeezing of
an arbitrary state of electromagnetic field ) is experimen-
tally more challenging than offline. The first interferometer
becomes irrelevant in case of vacuum states as input states and
a single N-mode interferometer can effectively realize such
Gaussian states, which significantly simplifies the cluster
state creation protocol by using the linear optical interfer-
ometer instead of optical controlled phase gates [110], [121].
Furthermore, it has been proved in [78], that offline squeez-
ing saves significant amount of dBs as compared to online
squeezing and hence increasing the number of qumodes being
generated.

As discussed, the entangling operation’s requirement
of two OPAs has already been solved via the top-down
approach, however the use of N number of OPOs for scaling
up to N-mode cluster state is still a major hurdle in the con-
text of experimental realization of CV-based cluster states,
constraining the scalability of CV cluster states. Another
improvement on scaling CV-based cluster states is the idea of
using the whole quantum optical frequency comb (QOFC) of
a single OPO for scaling up toN -mode CV cluster state rather
than using N number of OPO’s for scaling up to N -mode CV
cluster state [56]. Moreover, the idea of using whole QOFC
of single OPO also surpassed the requirement of interfer-
ometers, and hence providing a great potential for scaling
the cluster states [92]. The first implementation exploiting
the N-mode squeezing for the generation of N-mode entan-
glement was only for the GHZ state [91], which was then
extended to cluster state generation [122], with square lattice
configuration using a single OPO [92].

A. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF CV CLUSTER STATES
Quantum optics provides a scalable platform for universal
CV-based quantum computation. This has been demonstrated
with frequency and temporal phase-locked quantum optical
combs, which are emitted by OPOs [56], [73], [92], [123].
Moreover, it has been shown in [105], that cluster states are
generated upon interference of shifted, two-mode-squeezed
optical combs. These states are the universal resources for
quantum computation [37], in time and frequency domains,
discussed later in this section. The two-mode-squeezing
states, sometimes known as EPR pairs, are the building blocks
of a CV cluster state [56]. Entangling qumodes from different
EPR pairs results in cluster state chain, also called quantum
wire. Recently, the optical spatial comb has also been used
to realize CV cluster states using spatial multiplexing, also
discussed later in this section. In the following subsections,
we will discuss state-of-the art CV cluster states using tem-
poral, frequency and spatial domains. Furthermore, hybrid
approaches, using a combination of any two of the multiplex-
ing approaches, are also discussed.

1) USING FREQUENCY DOMAIN MULTIPLEXING
In frequency domain realization of CV cluster states,
the entangled modes are simultaneously generated [96].
In frequency domain the input EPR pairs straddle many

frequencies and two orthogonal polarizations, created in two
sets at two orthogonal linear polarizations. The pairs at one
polarization are shifted with respect to the pair at another
polarization by frequency shifting of the independent pump
fields that creates each pair set, Fig. 5a. This frequency shift-
ing is a lossless operation. All EPR pairs are emitted in the
same cavity mode and are subjected to balanced beam split-
ting by undergoing a 45◦ polarization rotation in a halfwave
plate resulting in a dual-rail quantum wire, as shown in
Fig. 5b.
A prominent advantage of frequency domain is the lossless

implementation of large delays, which are needed for scaling
up to large number of wires, as compared to implementation
in time domain where optical fiber delay lines are usually
used. However, the frequency domain implementation is lim-
ited by the phasematching bandwidth whereas time domain
implementation is limited by characteristic stability time of
experiment under consideration, which has no fundamental
restriction [56].

A limitation of frequency domain is the possibility of
running out of the phasematching bandwidth due to OPO
crystals dispersion. In such a case the QOFC’s FSR’s become
chirped and qumodes which are far away from the pump’s
half-frequency will shift out of OPO resonance [56]. A proper
use of spectrally broadened pump field can help overcoming
this very problem [97].

Some initial proposals for the generation of cluster states
based on continuous variables using frequency domain mul-
tiplexing [73], [85], involved the use of online squeezers
(seeded OPOs [92]), which are quite challenging to imple-
ment. However, as discussed earlier in section V-0.c, a more
practical approach is the use of Bloch-Messiah decompo-
sition, which makes use of N number of vacuum squeez-
ers along with O(N 2) port interferrometers [110]. This
very method also uses significant number of experimental
resources and hence offer limited scalability. To overcome
this issue in terms of scalability of CV-based cluster states,
a new approach for the creation of larger cluster states, having
a compact experimental setup is proposed in [92], and is also
called top-down approach. This approach offers a promising
scaling potential since it only uses a single OPO and no
interferrometer.

The initial proposal on square-lattice cluster state creation
exploiting a single OPO was presented in [92] and [123] and
is shown in Fig. 6, which overcame the no-go theorem in
linear chain and square lattice cluster states creation using
QOFC [123]. The proposal expanded the proof (cluster states
creation using single OPO by using its whole QOFC), by the
addition of an extra degree of freedom (polarization) to the
qumode’s frequency labels. A doubly resonant OPO contain-
ing a periodically poled KTiOPO4 (KTP) crystal with phase
matching the three different pump/signal/signal polarization
sets ZZZ, ZYY and YZY/YYZ, all with same coupling
strengths was used for the implementation of polarization
block. The experimental demonstration of this crystal is pre-
sented in [124].
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FIGURE 5. Generation of CV Dual-rail Quantum wire in Frequency
Domain [96]: (a) Initial graph in quantum optical frequency comb. The
arrow indicates pumps’ half frequencies. (b) A chain structure is formed
by the recorded frequencies. The ovals represent the balanced beam
splitter interactions. The measured 60 qumode CV cluster state is at the
right panel of (b).

FIGURE 6. Toroidal cluster state generation in Square lattice
configuration [92]. (Left): The resulting graph for CV cluster state.
(Right): each white vertex comprises of a set of four individual qumodes
which are labelled by two orthogonal polarization and two frequencies.
The non-linear interactions (ZYY,ZZZ and YZY/YYZ) are represented by
blue and yellow edges respectively.

The non-trivial frequency spacing and a fairly complicated
15-mode pump field with orthogonal±45◦ polarization com-
ponents is slightly inconvenient in this proposal, which needs
sophisticated phase modulation techniques for producing the
single side bands [125] at multiple frequencies. This incon-
venience led to the exploration of other techniques for cluster
state generation, it is still, however compact and might be
implementable in future.

An experimental implementation of proposal [126], for
multiple 2 × 2 cluster state creation is presented in [95].
Despite having smaller cluster size, it exhibits a great scal-
ability potential because of the simultaneous generation of
15 copies of square lattices with each having 4 qumodes
and hence a total of 60 qumodes cluster state. However, the
limited number of qumodes in the resulting state are primar-
ily due to the experimental limitations and more sophisti-
cated setup would lead to at least three times larger cluster
state [95]. This was the first large scale cluster state genera-
tion. The OPO has two KTP crystals where one was phase-
matched the ZZZ and YZY/YZ interactions simultaneously
and is coupled with two frequencies and two polarizations
with a single pump frequency.

While using the QOFC, the scalability of a cluster state is
not only dependent on the number of qumodes (state size)
but also on the number of copies of the state [56]. To see
this in frequency domain (Fig. 5a), we detune the pump
half-frequencies by an integer multiple of the OPO FSR.
This idea has been demonstrated in [96], where, by using a
single OPO result in two independent quantum wires each
having 30 qumodes. The same proposal also implements a
single dial-rail quantum wire with simultaneously accessible
60 qumodes (Fig. 5).

An N × N square lattice in frequency domain is proposed
in [98], where two QOFC’s were interfered. One QOFC was
hosting half pump detuning of 1 FSR (single wire whereas
the other QOFC was hosting the half pump detuning of N
FSRs (N independent wires). This proposal was based on
the original temporal idea of [127], but it opened doors to
new type of scalability where, by using only one QOFC
per dimension and generalized interferometers in a frac-
tal procedure [98], we can go from 1D to 2D and then
2D to 4D.

Most of the above-mentioned proposals depend on the
interference of two to four squeezed quantum frequency
combs. Recently, a frequency domain realization of CV clus-
ter states with more compact experimental configuration was
proposed [120], where only a single comb is shown to be
sufficient for the generation of n-hypercubic cluster states
having arbitrary dimension n. Moreover, cluster states with
1D, 2D and 3D have also been realized. In [120], phase
modulation via sparse discrete spectrum is performed on
QOFC generated by a single OPO. The size of cluster state
is dependent on the spacing between the modulation fre-
quencies and the dimension of cluster state is determined
by the total number of modulation frequencies. First, inde-
pendent EPR qumodes pairs in TMS states, also known as
EPR pairs, are generated over QOFC by a single doubly
resonant OPO with a single pump frequency evenly dis-
tributed between two OPO mode frequencies following the
procedure as in Fig. 5a. Second, by optical or RF means,
phase modulation is performed at frequencymultiple of comb
spacing.

The entanglement is scalable in terms of number copies
of bipartite EPR states, but not in terms of size of multipartite
state. It was shown in [120] that performing phasemodulation
of the OPO’s QOFC by an EOM in 1, 2 and 3 frequencies
will lead to the creation of 1D, 2D and 3D cluster states.
For 1D cluster states, single phase modulation with 0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.5 and 1 radian, with an initial squeezing parameter of
2.3 was performed resulting in different configuration of 1D
dual-rail cluster states. A typical structure of generated 1D
graph is shown in Fig. 7.

Phase modulation at an additional frequency in the setup
from Fig. 7 yielded a 2D cluster state. The two phase modu-
lation frequencies for 2D cluster states were �1 = 1, which
created a ladder graph just like 1D case, and �2 = 10,
which introduced additional coupling after every 10 modes,
transforming the 1D graph to 2D, as shown in Fig. 8a.
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FIGURE 7. Generated 1D cluster state [120]. (a) the red ovals represents
EPR- qumodes containg two modes. (b) Compact Graph representation of
1D cluster states using EPR macronodes.

FIGURE 8. Generated 2D and 3D cluster states [120]. (a) the red ovals
represent the EPR qumodes, each containing two modes with one mode
in top layer and one in the bottom layer. (b) The generated 3D cluster
state in cylindrical configuration.

The width of square lattice (number of spokes) in the 2D
case is determined by �2/�1. The total number of qumodes
generated is determined by phasematching bandwidth of the
non-linear medium in OPO. Addition of another modulation
frequency lead to 3D cluster state generation, Fig. 8b. The
modulation frequencies for 3D cluster state were, �1 = 1,
�2 = 8 and �3 = 80. The length of cylindrical cluster
state is set by �2/�1 and number of spoke in 3D case are
set by�3/�2. An increase in the number of modes increases
the spoke radius as N/�3. The example of generated 3D
cluster state as shown in Fig. 8b, has 400 macronodes with
10 spokes, 5 set of macronodes in radial direction and a length
of 8 macronodes. All state-of-the-art approaches exploiting
frequency domain multiplexing for cluster states realization
are summarized in Table 3.

2) USING TIME DOMAIN MULTIPLEXING
Another approach to realize CV cluster state is time domain
multiplexing, which has seen considerable attention in the
recent years. In time domain multiplexing, two-single mode

squeezed states are interferred in quadrature to create spa-
tially separated EPR pairs [56]. A dual rail quantum wire
structure is created by passing one qumode of one of the
EPR pair through delay line before its interference with a
qumode of next EPR pair at a beam splitter. The experimental
realization of this idea is presented in [85], with 104 qumodes
in a single chain. This idea was later extended to generate
around one million qumodes that are sequentially accessible
(two qumodes can be accessed simultaneously [86]). It is
important to note that even the sequential access of qumodes
is compatible with quantum computation and is termed as the
Wallace and Gromit approach [128].

The top-down and bottom-up approaches are also being
used for cluster states realization in time domain.When using
thewholeQOFC of a single OPOwhile scaling the CV cluster
state, the scalability is not only dependent on the number
of modes per state (state size), but also on the number of
copies of the state. For the realization of square or hypercubic
cluster states in temporal domain, two commensurate delays
are used to come up with a square lattice [56]. Although,
such temporal delays pose a major limitation for the scal-
ability of cluster states, the experimental implementation
of cluster states using this approach has progressed well
recently [78], [84].

A deterministic generation of continuous variable clus-
ter state, called extended Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (XEPR)
state, along with its full characterization is presented
in [85], which enables the ultra-large scale QIP based on
MBQC, since the generated cluster state contains more than
10,000 entangled modes. These entangled modes are time
domain multiplexed wave-packets of light. Combining two
XEPR states with different time delays using additional beam
splitters can help achieve universal MBQC [77]. The primary
reason behind the creation of large number of entangled
modes is that only a small subset of the whole XERP state
exists at each instant of time in the time domain multi-
plexed demonstration. The sequentially propagating EPR
states which are contained in two distinct beams were entan-
gled for the generation of XEPR states.

Soon after the realization of XEPR cluster state contain-
ing 10,000 entangled modes, a CV-based cluster state with
around one-million modes was developed [86]. The authors
highlighted and addressed the issues in XEPR cluster state
realization in [85], such as the the long optical delay line in
the optical setup, and the noisy modulated bright beams used
for phase locking (necessary for cluster state generation).
These modulated beams treat interference signals as error
signals for feedback control. All these issues lead to failure
in inseparability criteria [119], after 16000 entangled modes
in 1.3ms [85]. To overcome these issues, continuing feed-
back control strategy for the optical system was used in [86]
during cluster state generation and electrically removing the
noise of modulated bright beams helped in achieving more
than one million entangled modes without any degradation
in squeezing criteria. The inseparability criteria for enough
entanglement witness between the qumodes is calculated to
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FIGURE 9. Generation Process of 2D cluster state [78]. The OPOA and OPOB produce squeezing. The
EPR states are created by the interference of the temporal modes of squeezing with mode index k in
two spatial modes A and B at beamsplitter (BS1). The mode B is then delayed by τ and EPR pairs get
entangled at beamsplitter (BS2) to form a 1D cluster state. The mode B is again delayed by Nτ and the
1D cluster state is curled up to form a 2D cluster state at beamsplitter (BS3). The homodyne detectors
HDA and HDB are used for measuring the temporal mode quadratures which then aid towards
nullifiers calculation.

be −3 dB. However, the qumodes up to 6 × 105 modes had
nullifier variances well below the inseparability with n̂pk =

−4.3± 0.2 dB and n̂xk = −4.3± 0.2 dB. The worst variances
reported for qumodes over 6 × 105 are n̂pk = −3.6 dB and
n̂xk = −3.5 dB.
The cluster states realizations discussed above are 1D

and/or dual rail. However, for universal quantum computa-
tion, multi-qubit (or qumodes in CV case), operations are
imperative, which usually needs cluster states having two or
more dimensions [98], [127], [129]. A two-dimensional clus-
ter state is usually a square lattice configuration of qumodes,
which has been realized in CV using time domain multiplex-
ing [78], [84]. The position and momentum quadrature’s of
photonic harmonic oscillator [93], were used for information
encoding. A long chain of entangled modes were generated
in Larsen:2019 by temporal multiplexing of optical Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) states [130], which was then curled
and fused into a two-dimensional (2D) cylindrical array
of qumodes. An abstract experimental setup demonstration
along with the generated cluster state is shown in Fig. 9.
A total of 30,000 entangled modes are generated in [78]

with 2 × 12 = 24 modes as input registers (each having
1250 modes), which can be used for encoding the input
state. The inseparability bound for entanglement creation
between qumodes was found to be -3dB and is satisfied
by the qumodes of generated cluster states, as presented in
tabular summary at the end of this section. Furthermore, the
proposed approach in [78] is quite flexible for upscaling
mainly because of its deterministic generation and easy-to-
achieve experimental conditions in optical fibers.

Another recent experimental implementation of large scale
2D CV cluster state is presented in [84], which is capable to
implement universal MBQC in CV domain. The total number
of qumodes generated are around 25000 with 5 input modes
and a computation depth of 5000 modes. Multiple temporally
localized square shaped cluster state on four beams which are
spatially separated are used for generation of 2D CV time
domain multiplexed cluster state by exploiting time domain
multiplexing. Two optical delay lines are used for creating
the 2D structure. The delay of an optical delay line is same

as time interval between temporal modes of the state. The
delay of other line is equal to the product of number of input
modes for quantum computation and time interval between
temporal modes. Finally, a 2D cluster state is created by first
delaying the modes on two beams and then connecting them
to temporal modes on two non-delayed beams. An example
cluster state for 30 input modes is similar to that created for
frequency domain multiplexing (Fig. 6). The inseparability
criteria for the generated qumodes is found to be less than
−4.5 dB and is fulfilled.

More recently, a novel approach for the generation of large-
scale three-dimensional (3D) topological cluster state, was
proposed in [131], providing a platform for topologically
protected MBQC. The proposed approach combines the time
domain multiplexing and divide-and-conquer approach [68],
[132], resulting in two prominent advantages. Firstly, for
entanglement verification of the created cluster state, the
squeezing levels are quite feasible in terms of experimen-
tal implementation, because the squeezing level needed for
the proposed 3D cluster state is ≃4.77dB, which does not
exceed much from that of 2D cluster state exploiting only
the time domain multiplexing, which is recently reported
in [84] and is ≃4.5dB. Secondly, the generated cluster state
exhibits promising robustness against analog errors. These
two advantages make it an appropriate choice for large scale
quantum computation in CV domain. All the state-of-the-art
techniques using time domain multiplexing for cluster states
generation are summarized in Table 2.

3) USING SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING
Analogous to exploitation of optical frequency comb in fre-
quency domain multiplexing approaches for cluster states
realization, the spatial mode multiplexing exploits the spa-
tial mode comb, which is slightly different yet an effective
approach for large-scale cluster states realization. The spatial
freedom of light is quite effective for up scaling the number
of entangled modes (cluster state) [133] and can bring new
improvements and extensions in cluster states physical real-
ization. Spatial multiplexing offers some advantages which
can lead to large scale generation of cluster states. First and
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TABLE 2. State-of-the-art cluster state realization using time domain multiplexing.

foremost, in frequency multiplexing the small interval of
frequency comb is dependent on free spectral range (FSR) of
optical cavity, which makes it experimentally quite challeng-
ing to spatially separate them, whereas spatial modulators can
quite efficiently spatially separate the modes in case of spatial
modes [134]. Moreover, as opposed to temporal and fre-
quency modes where experimentally challenging local light
fields with accurate frequency and more measurement times
are prepared for modes detection, the detection of spatial
modes is relatively simpler and can be detected by multi-
quadrant detectors [134]. Spatial multimode entanglement
has already been explored in [135] and [136] by exploiting a
single multimode OPA with the generation of spatial quadri-
partite GHZ entanglement [133] and CV hyper entanglement
in [80] and [136].

As discussed, multiplexing in time or frequency domain
are widely used for CV cluster states realization. The multi-
plexing is performed in OPOs both below and above thresh-
old. A combination of entangling operators and beam splitter
transformations governs the cluster states realization in these
approaches. A similar transformation exists for OPAs with
Gaussian input states that are operating on multiple spatial
modes, where a careful selection of local oscillators leads to
spatial mode distribution similar to that of optical frequency
comb having axial modes in OPO cavity [137], which can
then be exploited for cluster states generation.

The first ever theoretical proposal to use multi-spatial
mode amplifier configuration capable of generating dual-
rail cluster states over optical spatial comb was proposed in
2014 in [137]. That scheme uses insensitive amplifiers with
concurrent phase based on four-wave mixing in alkali metals
vapors. Every concurrent amplifier operates on independent
spatial modes. A careful selection of local oscillator for entan-
gled spatial modes measurement then helped to generate a
spatial frequency comb from amplified spatial modes. These
spatial modes are then mixed via linear transformation for the

generation of the cluster state. The primary focus in [137]
was to develop an analogy between optical frequency comb
and optical spatial mode comb, which was then used for a
dual rail cluster state realization. The proposed setup can be
used to generate and detect cluster states using images to
synthesize appropriate local oscillators. The proposed setup
offers various advantages, such as ease of alignment, simple
phase control and scalability using multiple gain regions.
However, a potential disadvantage for that scheme is any local
oscillator’s misalignment can introduce noise due to the use
of multiple OPOs rather than a single OPO.

In 2016, an experimental scheme for the generation of
cluster states based on spatial mode combs by using a
large-Fresnel-number degenerate optical parametric oscilla-
tor (DOPO) was proposed in [87]. An eleven-partite dual-rail
cluster state was generated, similar to what is depicted in
Fig. 5. Two spatial Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes with
the same frequency were used for DOPO pumping (lgpl ).
The non-linear crystal of type I-phase matching (χ2) was
used in the cavity assuring the sustainable and simultaneous
non-linear interaction between all down-converted and pump
modes.

In 2017, the same group of researchers who proposed [87],
came up with a new scheme for generating large-scale
CV-based dual rail cluster state with more than 20 qumodes,
by using a specially designed self-imaging OPO [134]. The
proposed scheme with special OPO design is capable of mul-
tiplying the number of qumodes. It exploits the spatial mode
comb in a self-imaging OPO. Two spatial Laguerre-Gaussian
modes with same frequency and different polarization are
used for pumping the OPO. The experimental setup uses
two polarized type-zero phase matching nonlinear crystals
are placed within four-mirror ring cavity and EPR pairs are
generated using PDC, which were then concatenated and in
turn extends to optical spatial mode comb and are connected
by curved arrows, similar to Fig. 5a. This optical spatial mode
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comb is then passed from a single beam splitter resulting in
a large scale dual-rail cluster state, in a similar way as the
one illustrated in Fig. 5b. The Van Loock Fursawa criteria of
qumodes’ full inseparability [119], is used for the evaluation
of entanglement and it is shown that entanglement exists over
a vast range of pump parameter and analyzing frequency.

The entanglement between co-propagating modes in one
beam using spatial domain has previously been demonstrated
in [138]. The cluster state was also created where qumodes
are defined as combinations of different spatial regions of
one beam [139]. More recently, in 2018, a CV square cluster
state was developed by multiplexing the orthogonal spatial
modes in single OPO [140]. Moreover, the pump profile is
optimized by separately controlling the temperature of non-
linear crystals inside the OPA cavity, during the experiment,
which significantly improved the entanglement quality. Two
first order Hermite-Gauss (HG) modes with one beam in a
single multi-mode OPA is used for creating the multimode
entanglement, which is then transformed into a cluster state
by phase correction. This approach is scalable for multimode
entanglement in spatial domain, and eventually to spatial
cluster states, which are basic resource for spatial quantum
information processing. The total efficiency of the experi-
mentation process is determined by product of propagation
efficiency (nprop = 0.96 ± 0.02 dB), photodiode efficiency
(nphot = 0.92±0.02 dB) and the efficiency of spatial overlap
in the homodyne detector (nhd = 0.96 ± 0.02 dB).
All the state-of-the-art approaches exploiting spatial

domain multiplexing for cluster states realization are summa-
rized in Table 3.

4) HYBRID APPROACHES
All the previous techniques, alone, can be visualized as 1D
set of entangled modes; for instance, frequency and time
domain multiplexing [79] as shown in Fig. 10a. Although
these approaches, single handedly can increase the num-
ber of qumodes and eventually the available information in
an optical channel, a combination of these approaches can
optimize channel capacity and hence provide more infor-
mation by exploiting all the available encoding space [79];
Fig. 10b.

Although, exploitation of these multiplexing techniques
alone led to the creation of significantly large cluster states,
a fully scalable experimental demonstration for 1WQC is still
an open research problem. For that purpose, a combination of
these approaches (temporal, frequency and spatial) is being
used in order to obtain the best possible results. We now give
an overview of some of the recent hybrid approached for CV
cluster state realization.

One of the earliest proposal using a combination of time
and frequency domain multiplexing, based on quantummem-
ories is presented in 2014 in [79], for the cluster state gener-
ation. However, this approach follows the canonical method
of CV cluster state generation (implementation of controlled-
phase (CZ) gate for introducing the entanglement between
generated qumodes) and is therefore not very scalable since

FIGURE 10. Time, Frequency and Hybrid (Time and Frequency)
encoding [79]: (a) Separate frequency modes and time-bin
modes encoding of quantum information (b) Combined time and
frequency encoding leading to a maximum channel capacity (qumodes)
and eventually more quantum information.

CZ gate implementation in quantum optics is experimentally
demanding.

Later in 2016, with independent developments in time
and frequency domain CV cluster states realization, a hybrid
approach combining frequency quantum wire generation
from [96] and temporal entanglement from [127], was pro-
posed [88], where a cluster state is created by entangling the
quantum frequency comb of EPR pairs by a single OPO,
both in frequency and temporal domain. The resulting lat-
tice could potentially contain infinite number of modes in
one dimension (temporal modes), based on [85] and up to
3 × 103 modes in the other dimension (frequency), based
on [96]. Unlike previous proposal [79], where the use of CZ
gate was an integral part of cluster state creation, here the
cluster state creation follows a macronode approach [123],
which is entangled into a bilayer square lattice (BSL), com-
prising of two qumodes per layer. In the hybrid proposal [88],
the frequency domain quantum wires are exposed to tem-
poral delays and beam splitting, which results in cluster
states having square lattice configuration in both time and
frequency domains. This square lattice of temporal beam
splitter is applied to every other frequency modes. A properly
unbalancedMach-Zehnder interferometer can easily separate
the even and odd frequencies in quantum domain [141].
In addition to the proposal, CV-based quantum computation
is studied in detail to prove that such states are universal
resources for universal MBQC [141].
Although proposals for large scale CV cluster states have

already been demonstrated, especially in time domain mul-
tiplexing as discussed in Section V-A2, most of them are
for 1D cluster states, which are not sufficient for universal
1WQC. Recently, 2D CV cluster states multiplexed in time
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domain are also proposed [78], [84], but are limited by the
number of accessible qumodes in one of the dimensions (not
uniform dimensions). Furthermore, extending to two dimen-
sions introduces additional losses, which affects scalability
beyond 1D in time domain multiplexing. Hybrid approaches
(multiplexed in both temporal and frequency approaches),
as discussed above, increase the size of smaller dimension
significantly, but obtaining the phase reference for the simul-
taneous access of all frequencymodes is still an open research
problem.

Keeping in mind the issues above, recently, in 2020,
a hybrid approach exploiting the third-order Kerr non-
linearity multiplexed in both time and frequency domain to
create reconfigurable cluster states of one, two and three
dimensions, is proposed in [142]. Time domain multiplexing
provides sequential access for unlimited number of modes,
whereas frequency domain multiplexing allows a simultane-
ous access to hundreds of highly connected modes. Obtaining
phase references to simultaneously access all the frequency
modes, which was a key challenge in the previous proposal,
can be resolved by the third-order Kerr nonlinearity since
it can create a frequency comb soliton, which can then act
as phase reference, providing a simultaneous access to large
number of frequency modes and hence can be scaled to 3D
structure without introducing any additional losses. Amicror-
ing resonator (MR) is used for generating classical frequency
comb reference and eventually large-scale cluster states. Four
wave mixing (FWM) approach is used for creating the side
bands. The process of creating the cluster states of different
dimensions includes sending a continuous wave pump field
having a power below than parametric oscillation threshold.
The resonator is pumped at even frequencies whereas the
output field modes are detected only at odd frequencies. Pair-
wise sidebands are created by coupling the FWM process
with different cavity frequency modes. In [142], TMS states
(0D cluster states) are created, which are then combined by
50:50 beam splitter to produce 1D cluster states or dual-rail
quantum wire.

For the generation of 2D CV cluster state in [142], the
1D cluster state is extended by adding an unbalanced Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (UMZI), a 50:50 integrated beam
splitter and a delay line. This approach is quite similar to that
one proposed in [73], for a 2D cluster state creation in time-
frequency domain. However, a prominent advantage of this
approach is an easier and more convenient integration on a
photonic chip because of the shorter delay line, due to the
larger bandwidth of MR.

For 3DCV cluster states generation in [142], the 2D cluster
state setup were used with somemodifications. Two copies of
2D cluster state generation setup were used but here balanced
Mach-Zehnder interferometers (BMZIs) replaces the 50:50
integrated beam splitters, primarily because they can be tuned
to work like 50:50 IBS and in such a way that CV cluster
states can be created on the same chip.

Another hybrid approach for creating multipartite entan-
gled states, this time using both frequency and spatial modes

of an OPO is proposed recently in [143]. The proposed
scheme can generate several cluster states in parallel. More-
over, the effect of finite squeezing on measurement of
weighted graph states (graph states in CV domain can have
weighted edges unlike qubit cluster states) is also discussed
along with an illustration of the proposed approach for cluster
states of 8 (Fig. 11), and 60 qumodes. In the experimental
setup, two Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) pumps are used to pump
the optical parametric amplification in a single OPO resulting
in parallel creation of entangled modes in both spatial and
frequency domains.

All the state-of-the-art hybrid approaches for cluster states
realization are summarized in Table 3.

FIGURE 11. Two possible graph representations of an eight-mode cluster
state [143]. Black and blue lines indicate two different pumps).

VI. DV-BASED QUANTUM COMPUTATION
DV-based computation is the standard and original approach
to perform quantum computation using discrete observ-
ables rather than continuous ones; that is, qubits rather than
qumodes. More details on DV based quantum computation,
particularly in comparison to CV based quantum computa-
tion, can be found in [144].

A. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF DV CLUSTER STATES
Creating cluster states entails carefully entangling the under-
lying qubits. The cluster states in DV can be experimentally
prepared by twomethods: cooling the nearest-neighbor Ising-
type Hamiltonian systems to its ground state or by dynamic
implementation of CZ gates on a qubit lattice which are
initialized in a superposition state |+⟩, but measuring entan-
glement is non-trivial. Since the 1989 discussion on entangle-
ment of various mixed states by Werner [145], many criteria
for entanglement measurement have been proposed. How-
ever, symmetric extension criteria [146] and partial transpose
criteria [147], [148], [149] are the most widely used ones.

The photonic realization of cluster states focuses on the
use of photons as potential qubits in a large cluster state, and
are probabilistic as the cluster generation happens only upon
the successful creation and detection of photons. Moreover,
the quantum computation based on cluster states created by
photons prepares the usual input states in |+⟩ as part of
initial cluster states. These attributes of DV-based cluster
state generation limits their use whenever there is a need of
deterministic application of unitary gates on an input state
which is not prepared in the cluster state (output of previous
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computation) [150]. A number of research efforts have been
made for realization of photonic cluster state enablingMBQC
in photonic qubits. This section will summarize the proposals
on photonic cluster states in MBQC context.

In [151], four photonswere polarized to realize a four-qubit
cluster state. Quantum state tomography [152] was used for
the extraction of density matrix of a quantum state. The clus-
ter state fidelity of 0.60 ± 0.02 was achieved surpassing the
local realism threshold of 0.56. Arbitrary single qubit rota-
tions SU(2) and two qubit operations (CPhase and CNOT)
were implementedwith an average fidelity rate of 0.85±0.04.
and 0.93 ± 0.01 respectively. Grover’s search algorithm [7]
with success probability of 90% was also implemented.

Another proof-of-principle demonstration of 1WQC was
presented in [45], where a two-photon four-qubit cluster
state resource is developed and is entangled in both spatial
and polarization modes of photons, with a state fidelity rate
exceeding 88%. Afterwards, two-qubit quantum gates were
implemented with around 95% average fidelity rates and
grover algorithm with success probability of around 96%.

In [48], a four-qubit cluster state with fidelity rate of
0.880 ± 0.013 was realized by exploiting the full entangle-
ment of two photons having two degrees of freedom (linear
momentum and polarization). Arbitrary single qubit rotations
and two qubit operations (CNOT and CPhase) gates were
implemented with average fidelity rates of 0.867±0.018 and
0.907 ± 0.010 respectively.
Hyperentanglement [153] has been used widely to increase

the number of qubits without increasing the photons. In this
approach, the particles (photons) are entangled in various
degrees of freedom [45], [154], [155], [156], which can
potentially increase fidelity and qubit generation rate. Since
1WQC requires high number of qubits to create cluster
state [157] hyperentanglement is very well suited for it’s
physical realization. Based on same approach, a two-photon
six-qubit linear cluster state was developed in [158], where
each particle encodes three qubits exploiting two distinct
degrees of freedom of photons. Linear momentum encodes
two qubits whereas a single qubit is encoded in photon polar-
itztion. The cluster state fidelity of 0.6350 ± 0.0008 was
achieved, better than the previously proposed six-qubit clus-
ter states. In a similar fashion, four photons were used to
develop a six-qubit cluster state in [157]. The photons were
entangled in polarization and spatial modes. The overall clus-
ter state fidelity achieved was 0.61±0.01% and a CNOT gate
with fidelity rate of 79± 1% was also implemented using the
created cluster state.

In [159], four photons in horizontal polarization were used
to develop a four-qubit cluster state. The average cluster state
fidelity of 0.860±0.015was achieved. Furthermore, arbitrary
single qubit rotations were also implemented exploiting the
created cluster state with an average fidelity rate of 0.926 ±

0.10. The fusion of path qubits is also one of the techniques
to create cluster states with larger number of qubits with
relatively lesser particles. In [51], a seven-qubit entangled

cluster state was created by fusing two distinct two-photon
four qubit linear graph states with an average fidelity rate of
>64%. To demonstrate the authenticity of developed cluster
state two-bit Deutsch-Jozsa [9] algorithm was implemented
with success probability of >90%.

In [160], a high-brightness photonic crystal fiber (PCF)
is used as an entangled photon pairs source [50], [161] to
create a four-photon state by using a post selected fusion gate.
A scalable formation of larger cluster states can be achieved
using fusion gates. The term scalable here refers to begin
with smaller entangled states source (Bell states) [162], [163]
and going up to larger states. The fused four-photon cluster
state has fidelity rate of 0.66 ± 0.01 was achieved. Single-
qubit (Hadamard) gate was implemented with fidelity rate of
0.67 ± 0.03. Moroever, two-qubit (CNOT) gate and three-
qubit (Toffoli) gate were implemented with fidelity rate of
0.64±0.01 and 0.76±0.04 respectively. The state-of-the-art
photonic cluster states realization are summarized in Table 4.

The core of cluster states is entanglement, which might
be challenging to create and maintain. In the following
sub-sections, some recent proposals on qubits entanglement
primarily in photonic and superconducting qubits, which
potentially can be used as cluster state for MBQC, are
discussed.

1) ENTANGLEMENT IN PHOTONIC QUBITS
Photonic qubits have the potential to be the future of QIP
because of the advantages they offer over other candidates,
such as improved speed, larger bandwidth, compatibility with
CMOS fabrication, and most importantly improved decoher-
ence, particularly for single photons. Hence, single photons
are widely used for the realization of high precision quantum
gates and cluster states realization on MBQC.

The first experimental demonstration of three spatially
separated photons was proposed in [164]. Since then, mul-
tiple efforts have been made for entangling various number
of qubits [165], [166], [167], [168], [169], [170], most of
them are based on spontaneous parametric down conver-
sion (SPDC) [171]. In 2012, a total of eight individual
photons were successfully entangled [172] using an ultra-
bright sources of entangled photon pairs [173] along with
an eight-photon interferometer and post-selection detection.
A total of four photon pairs were used in [172] which were
then, by appropriate experimental setup, transformed to eight-
photon GHZ state, with state fidelity of about 0.708± 0.016,
which is greater than 0.5 threshold assuring the genuine
multi-partite entanglement [174].
Later in 2016, an approach to entangle 10 spatially sepa-

rated entangled single photons was proposed in [175]. The
resulting state has the fidelity of about 0.57 greater than the
genuine multi-partite entanglement threshold and hence con-
firming the genuine multi-partite entanglement between all
the photonic qubits. The key factors in achieving 10-photon
entanglement include SPDC photon pair source with high
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TABLE 3. Summary of state-of-the-art cluster states in CV domain.

TABLE 4. State-of-the-art Cluster states in using discrete variables.

brightness, high collection efficiency and high photon indis-
tinguishability.

In 2018, an experimental demonstration of 12-photon
entanglement was proposed [176], by using an optimal SPDC
entangled photon source with high indisguishability (96%),
and efficiency (97%). The resulting state fidelity of 0.572 ±

0.024 was achieved ensuring genuine multi-partite entangle-
ment between all the entangled qubits. In the same year,
an experimental demonstration of entangling 18-qubit GHZ
state was also proposed in [177] by exploiting three dis-
tinct degree of freedoms (polarization, spatial modes, and
orbital angular momentum) of six photons. A genuine multi-
partite entanglement was confirmed between all 18 qubits

with resulting state fidelity of 0.708 ± 0.016 which quite
higher than 12-photon entanglement [176].

In all the proposals discussed above, probabilistic sources
were used for entanglement creation which are restricted
in terms of efficiency and high hardware cost. Recently,
in 2020, a resource efficient sequential creation of linear clus-
ter states from a single photon emitter was proposed [178].
A single entangling gate in a fiber loop configuration [179]
was used for entangling the stream of incoming photonic
qubits. A four-photon linear cluster state was generated;
however the proposed setup is capable of creating a cluster
state of arbitrary number of photons. Hence, the proposed
approach exhibits tremendous scaling potential. The said
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proposal makes use of semiconductor quantum dots for sin-
gle photon creation sequentially [180], and temporal delay
loop approach for entanglement generation [179]. The photon
indistinguishability is measured at different time intervals
and it ranges from 77% to 95%. Moreoevr, the genuine
multi-partite entanglement has been verified in all four
photons.

All the entanglement advances using photonic qubits are
summarized in Table 5.

2) ENTANGLEMENT IN SUPERCONDUCTING QUBITS
Superconducting circuits are another promising approach for
the realization of qubits and qubit gates. The advantages
like scalablity, ability of easy coupling and control and high
designability of superconducting circuits make them attrac-
tive for the physical realization of quantum computers [181].
Here, we report some recent proposals focusing on entangling
the superconducting qubits which can potentially serve as
resource states for MBQC.

In 2018, 16 superconducting qubits of IBM’s quantum
device ibmqx5 (16-qubit quantum device) were entangled
using optimized low-depth circuits [182]. The graph states
which are the generalization of cluster states [37], were used
for entangling of the qubits. The starting point for graph
state preparation was to build a circuit as per the definition
of graph states (Section II-A). For entanglement between
qubits CZ gates were implemented using one CNOT and two
H-gates. which eventually produces between the qubits. The
total of 5 graph states having ring configuration were created
as shown in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 12. Graph states created in [182]. Red lines indicate the 8-qubit
graph state, orange lines indicate the 10-qubit graph state and 12, 14 and
16-qubit graph states are represented by yellow, blue and purple lines
respectively.

For entanglement detection in [182] reduced density
matrices-based entanglement criterion up to 4 qubits (using
maximum likelihood method [183]) was used and negativ-
ity of resulting two-qubit systems were calculated. All the
negativity values for 8-qubit graph state were calculated to
be significantly greater than zero and hence fully entangled.
In case of 10-qubit graph state 9 out of 10 negativity values
were greater than zero and is fully entangled, since it is
claimed that for an n-qubit system if n−1 qubits are entangled
then the whole system is entangled. For 12 and 14-qubit graph
states, two of the negativities were calculated to be zero (not
entangled), however with proper separation of qubits in these
states and reduced density matrix calculations, it was proved
that these states are also fully entangled. For a 16-qubit graph

state 15 out of 16 negativities were greater than zero and
hence fully entangled.

Another proposal entangling 20 qubits in a superconduct-
ing quantum computer was proposed recently in [184]. The
entanglement was created on a 20 superconducting qubit IBM
device (Poughkeepsie), and it was shown that all its 20 qubits
can be entangled. A Graph state was prepared along the
path of all 20 qubits following almost the same methodol-
ogy as in [182]. The embedded graph state along with the
entanglement between various qubits is shown in Fig. 13.
Afterwards, full quantum state tomography was performed
on every four connected qubits forming a chain along the
path and negativity of every qubit pair was evaluated for
entanglement detection. It was shown that every qubit pair
is entangled leading to a conclusion that whole graph state
is entangled and has better magnitue than [182]. Moreover,
using entanglement witness it was shown that the chains of
three qubits exhibits genuine multi-partite entanglement.

FIGURE 13. (a) Embedded Graph state on Poughkeepsie device where
nodes represents qubits and edges represents two-qubit operations to
create entanglement (b) Generated 20-qubit graph state highlighting
regions of genuine multi-partite entanglement.

Recently in 2019, a genuine 12-qubit entanglement in
linear configuration has been prepared and verified in a super-
conducting processor [185]. In this proposal the CZ gates
are applied for the entanglement creation between the qubits
in the processor. The superconducting processor used in the
experiment consists of 12 transmon qubits [186], each having
a fast flux-bias line (Z), a microwave drive line (XY) and a
readout resonator. For the entanglement creation process, the
qubits are initialized in state |0⟩ and relaxed for 300µs. A total
of 11 controlled phase (CZ) gates were used for entangling
12 qubits with fidelity of 0.5544 ± 0.0025.
In 2021, 27 superconducting qubits having the potential

of being used as central resource for MBQC is proposed
in [187]. The experiment was performed on ibmq_montreal
device which comprises of 27 superconducting transmon
qubits [186]. Alongside the entanglement, quantum read out
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TABLE 5. Recent breakthroughs in qubits entanglement.

FIGURE 14. Created GHZ states on ibmq_montreal device [187]. The light
green circles indicate qubits whereas light blue circles indicate the parity
check qubits. The qubits not directly contributing to the experiment are
represented by light orange circles. The arrows indicate the CNOT
operation as: control_qubit→ target_qubit. The CNOT operations directly
involved in GHZ state creation are represented by dark brown arrows.
Light brown arrows represent CNOTs increasing the state size, purple
arrows represent the CNOT operation involved in parity check.
No two-qubit operation is applied on the qubits connected by dotted blue
line.

error mitigation is also implemented [188], since the faulty
measurements can affect the entanglement strength. Parity
verification-a basic protocol for quantum error correction,
was also investigated on resulting state fidelity. A total of
two GHZ states (11-qubit state extended up to 19 qubits and

19-qubit state extended up to 25 qubits), were created with
one and two parity check qubits respectively and are shown
in Fig. 14. Additionally 26 and 27-qubit states were created
with fidelity rates of 0.62 ± 0.06 and 0.61 ± 0.05 using
quantum read out measurement, with genuine multi-partite
entanglement across all the qubits.

Right after the 27-qubit entanglement on ibmq_montreal
device [187], a largest till date, 53-qubit and 65-qubit IBM
devices namely ibmq_rochester and ibmq_manhattan respec-
tively, were entangled along with quantum read out mea-
surements [189]. On 53-qubit ibmq_rochester device, without
applying the quantum read outmeasurement technique result-
ing in entanglement of 31 out of 58 qubit pairs were entangled
without applying the quantum read out measurement tech-
nique. The largest entangled region has maximum of 9 qubits.
Similarly, 56 out of 58 qubit pairs were entangled with quan-
tum read out measurement applied. The largest entangled
region consists of all qubits of the device.

On ibmq_manhattan device, all the 72 qubit pairs were
entangled in both cases (without applying the quantum read
out measurement and with quantum read out measurement
applied). Hence all 65 qubits of the device were successfully
entangled. This is the largest qubit entanglement reported till
date. The recent breakthroughs in qubit entanglement, which
can potentially lead towards scalable MBQC are summarized
in Table 5.

VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The race to achieve universal scalable quantum computation
paradigm is in full swing over the last decade. MBQC is
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one of the leading candidates exhibiting promising poten-
tial for scalable quantum computation. The computations
in 1WQC completely relies on a highly entangled resource
state (cluster state) and hence cluster states are integral part
of 1WQC. Generation of such state, typically with higher
dimensions (2D), already achieves universal quantum com-
putation. Going beyond 2D, cluster states can potentially even
achieve fault-tolerance. Over the last few years, development
of these cluster states has attracted the research community,
with two different main approaches: CV cluster states andDV
cluster states. A CV cluster state is the combination of large
number of entangled qumodes arranged in a cluster, whereas
DV cluster state is the combination large number of qubits.

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive compilation and
comparison of the techniques and approaches being used for
cluster states realization in both CV and DV. While similar
surveys exist [56], [57], these were not focused on the physi-
cal realization of MBQC.

CV cluster states can be realized on different approaches,
namely: FDM, TDM, SDM and hybird. Among those, FDM
and TDM are the most widely used ones. While FDM
can generate cluster states with more than 3D dimensions,
TDM can only generate 3D cluster states. Additionally, TDM
can generate infinite number of qumodes, but allows only
sequential access to qumodes, whereas FDM can generate
sufficiently large number of qumodes while allowing simulta-
neous access them, which gives it slight edge over TDM. The
SDM approach has also been explored with the largest cluster
state dimension of 2D and limited number qumodes but still
having the potential to scale up to large number of qubits and
increased cluster state dimension. Recently, hybrid proposals
for CV cluster state realization have been proposed using
a combination of two multiplexing approaches. The largest
hybrid CV cluster state of dimension up to 3D exploiting
FDM and TDMhas been reported in the literature. All the CV
approaches are still in the developing and are equally likely
to dominate in the future.

DV cluster states are based on qubits, and have been
physically realized following different approaches, most
notably: photons and superconducting circuits, where sig-
nificant amount of research has been conducted already.
These qubits can then be used to form the cluster states as
required by MBQC. On photonic, large number photonic
qubits have been successfully entangled, and research in this
approach already looks promising. On superconducting, even
larger number of qubits have been successful entangled, and
research is progressing rapidly in this area.

Based on the surveyed literature, it seems that the CV track
is currently leading the way towards scalable MBQC with
cluster states dimensions of beyond 3D with thousands of
entangled qumodes, whereas the largest number of entangled
qubits reported in literature is 65. This smaller qubit number
limitation is primarily due to the complex experimental pro-
cedure for qubits preparation and entanglement generation
between them in DV. In summary, both CV and DV cluster

state realizations are independently progressing at a rapid
pace and it is hard to predict which approach could potentially
be the future of scalable universal MBQC. The answer will
not be straightforward, and may not even be either one, but
(possibly) a combination.

Recently, entanglement generation by bridging both CV
and DV approaches have been proposed in single hybrid
experiments [144]. For example, an experimental illustration
of teleporting DV qubits by using CV techniques has been
presented in [191]. Entanglement generation between CV
and DV qubits in [192] and [193] provided a foundation to
communicate between DV and CV nodes and towards the
realization of hybrid quantum networks. MBQC can also
benefit from such hybrid approach where DV (non-Gaussian)
projectors can be used to perform computations exploiting
CV (Gaussian) cluster states [144]. Moreover, deterministic
generation of multi-qubit gates in DV (particularly pho-
tonic) using MBQC is challenging as compared to CV and
requires complex experimental setups. A combination of CV
homodyne measurement and a relatively weak cross-Kerr
nonlinearity can realize quantum non-demolition measure-
ment making it possible to almost deterministically generate
multi-qubit gate in DV with minimal experimental resources,
which otherwise is extremely difficult [194]. To the best of
our knowledge such approach is yet to be explored in the
literature, adding one more direction for a potential fault-
tolerate quantum computer based on MBQC.
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